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Miller High Life’s Presence in Social Media 
 
PURPOSE 
Miller High Life is one of many types of beers in the MillerCoors brewing family.  Known as The 
Champagne of Beers, Miller High Life was first sold in 1903.  Since 1971, Miller High Life has ranked in 
the top ten beers sold nationally.  The Miller High Life Web site sums up High Life’s most notable 
feature:  “We believe people are entitled to a good beer at an honest price.  To getting quality without 
draining your wallet.  In short, we think everyone deserves the High Life.”  The need to monitor Miller 
High Life’s social media presence is two-fold.  The economy is in a recession and while people are still 
drinking beer, they’re paying less for it.  Additionally, Miller ran a “1 Second Ad” campaign and aired a 
one second commercial during the Super Bowl, a unique jab at how expensive Super Bowl ad slots were.  
We wanted to determine the extent of Miller High Life’s presence in social media as a result of these 
two factors.   
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
By scanning various social media sites, we discovered a wide range of media response to Miller High Life.  
We were already familiar with the social networking sites Twitter, MySpace, and Facebook because we 
use them personally.  Sites such as Technorati and Quantcast we’d learned how to use in our college 
classes.  The more specialized blogs, such as the ones on WordPress and AdWeek, were found doing a 
basic Google search for the term “Miller High Life.”  We searched for information between January 01, 
2009 and February 06, 2009.  Source credibility came primarily from Technorati and Quantcast .  In cases 
where those sites were not applicable, background information, or lack thereof, about the authors 
helped make or break their credibility. 
 
 
RESULTS 
POSITIVE AD RESPONSES 
Miller High Life’s social media presence was largely in response to the one second Super Bowl ad.  
Regardless of whether our sources hate or love High Life, feedback yielded nothing but praise for the 
ingenuity of the one second ad.  Popular commentary included Miller’s media attention, use of ad 
dollars compared to their competitors, and even statistical reactions from specific networking sites.  An 
IceRocket Trend Tool found blogs containing the term “Miller High Life” went up one percent after the 
Super Bowl.  Clearly, people were buzzing and luckily for Miller they had positive things to say. 
 
 ‘HIGH LIFE’STYLE 
 Some feedback simply expressed love for High Life.  A comment on the Facebook fan group talked 
about High Life replacing champagne at a wedding.  A friend on the MySpace fan page said High Life 
made them happy last night.  A flickr picture showed a sea of High Life’s in the fridge, dubbed “Super 
Left-Overs.”  The most poignant ode to the High Life came from YouTube.  A man talked about the state 
of the economy, particularly losing his job and house.  While holding up a bottle of High Life, he toasted 
himself and thanked the beer for getting him through tough times.  This revealed Miller High Life as a 
beer of choice during tough economic times  because of its lower price. 
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DIRECT IMPACT ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
While Miller High Life received much media attention, it went far beyond confessing love to the lager.  
Twitterers and bloggers analyzed social media’s direct impact on the Super Bowl ad.  As 
aforementioned, IceRocket’s Trend Tool tracked Miller High Life’s presence in blogs before and after the 
Super Bowl.  One twitterer found that 67% of online reaction to the Super Bowl ad came from Twitter.  
Though we did not include it in our research, one blogger used Spark to create a case study of the one 
second ad including objectives, key statistics, and social media’s role.  This was the most interesting and 
useful finding as Miller could utilize this information to target the social media outlets in which it 
performed the best. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
We set out to determine the extent of Miller High Life’s social media coverage as a result of the 
economy and their one second Super Bowl ad.  While there was less information for the former than the 
latter, our findings confirmed that Miller High Life’s presence in social media reflects these two issues. 
 
We did not intend to discover that users of social media would take the analytical role to determine 
their direct impact on generating attention.  This find broadened our perspective of how social media is 
being used.  It goes beyond interacting:  Social media users are analyzing.  For organizations, this is a 
blessing and a curse.  Social media users could discover ways to band together and destroy a brand.  
Conversely, companies could utilize more impactful social media outlets thus garnering more attention 
for their brand. 
 
While the Web site for Miller High Life’s “1 Second Ad” campaign is very interactive and geared toward 
users of social media, we found little to no instances of Miller actually jumping into social media.  Miller 
could have easily created a Twitter or Facebook specifically for their “1 Second Ad” campaign to filter 
information directly to their audiences.  Basically, instead of relying on people to visit their Web site, 
they could have sent information to them.  It’s a simple case of doing the work for your audience.  Sure, 
Miller High Life got tons of attention, but had they used the available social networking sites to reach 
people they might have received even more. 
 
 
 
 
 

 


